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To ill-ti, Oin it may concer.
by dotted lines a method of forming several
Be it known that I, EILEN MARIE CLARK, of
the parts and portions.
a citizen of the United States, residing at like characters of reference refer to sim
El Cajon, in the county of San Diego and ilar parts and portions throughout the sev

5 State of California, have invented a certair eral views of the drawings.

O

60

new and useful Doll and Method of Making The body covering 1, stitching 2, head
the Same, of which the following is a speci covering 3, stitching 4. head member 5,
fication,
stuffing 6, stitching 7. arm members 8, cap
My invention relates to dolls, more par 9, stuffing 10, colored floss 11, ribbon 12, 65
ticularly to dolls of the soft stuffed type and and the Sewed button representations 13

a process for making the sane, and the ob constitute the principal parts and portions
jects of my invention are: First, to provide of my doll structure.
... . . . .
a doll of this type which is made from parts The body and leg covering 1 and 1 of the
5 of socks or stockings sewed together and doll is cut from the top portion of a conven
stuffed; second, to provide a cap for a doll. tional white ended, ribbed top, man's sock
of this type inade from the foot portion of inter}}} ediate the foot portion and the upper
a sock; third. to provide a doll of this type portion as indicated by A shown between
in which the color contrast between the broken lines in Fig. 3 of the drawings. The
body and the leg and arm portions, giving said sock portion A' is split centrally a por
20 it the appearance of being clothed, and be
tion of the distance from the normally up
tween the various portions of the cap is per end and slightly below the usually
lade by cutting and utilizing the various ribbed portion as indicated by A in Fig. 3
colored parts of a sock to bring out, said of the drawings, the said sock portion is
contrast; fourth, to provide a doll of this turned inside out and stitched along its
25
type in which the face inenbers and variots transverse and longitudinal cut edges as in
ornamentations are made by emiroidering dicated by 2 forming the leg and foot, por
the same on the respective parts of the doll; tions 1 and 1 respectively of the doll. The
fifth, to provide a simple, efficient, and eco ribbed upper portion of the sock represents
30 nomical method for making a doll of this the stockings or socks on the doll. The
type; sixth, to provide a novelly constructed head covering 3 is preferably made from a
doll of this type, and a novel method for discarded portion of a light colored lisle
making the same from a sock, and seventh, stocking or other finely knitted material so
to provide a doll of this type which is very as to form a distinct contrast between the
simple and economical of construction, un remainder of the doll portions. Said head 90
breakable, light, soft, flexible, durable, and covering 3 is secured to the body covering
which will not readily deteriorate or get 1 while turned inside out and shirred slight
out of order.
ly as indicated by the stitching 4 in Fig. 2.
With these and other objects in view as of the drawings. The face members 5 and
will appear hereinafter my invention con the hair 5 are preferably embroidered on
40
sists of certain novel features of construc said face covering with a dark colored floss.
tion, combination and arrangement of parts After the members are secured together as
and portions and a certain method for mak described above, they are again turned in
ing the same as will be hereinafter de side out with the proper side to the outside 100
scribed in detail and particularly set forth and then properly shaped with a stuffing 6
4 in the appended claims, reference being had which is preferably made of an inexpensive
to the accompanying drawings and to the grade of cotton. To secure the stuffing the
characters of reference thereon which form head covering is stitched at its upper end
a part of this application in which:
as indicated by 7 in Fig. 2 of the drawings.
Figure 1 is a front elevational view of my The arm members 8 are made from the up 05
doll: Fig. 2 is a side elevational view there per ribbed portions A° and A8 of the sock
of with portions cut away and certain other as shown in Fig. 3 of the drawings. Said
portions shown by dotted lines, to facilitate ribbed portions A and A8 are sewed to.
the illustration, and Fig. 3 is a plan view of gether on their reverse sides at their free O
a conventional white ended, ribbed top edges, turned inside out, stuffed and sewed
man's sock showing by broken lines the to the body coyering 1 a short distance be

method of cutting the sock and showing low and from its neck portion as shown

as:
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best in Fig. 1 of the drawings. The arm
members 8 and the leg members 1 are cir
cumferentially wrapped with a brightly
colored silk floss a spaced distance from
5 their ends to form respectively the hands 8.
and feet 1 of said members and position
the stuffing within the coverings. The rib
bon 12, also preferably of a bright color,
is tied around the neck formed by the Seam
l0 between said body and head covering to
cover said seam and also for ornamental
purposes. The button and buttonhole
representations 13 are preferably em
broidered in the body covering. The cap
159 is made from the foot portion A' of the
sock, as indicated in Fig. 3 of the drawings.
The toe portion. A? of said sock is generally
of a lighter shade than the main sock por
tion and is used to form the tassel end of
20 the cap for the doll. The remaining heel
polition A of the sock is used as a stuffing
10 in the tassel end of the said cap 9 and is
secured in position in the end of said cap
by the colored floss 11, forming a substan
25 tially ball shaped tassel at the end of the
same. Said cap is turned inwardly at its
rough edge to prevent unravelling and is
preferably sewed on to the head portion of
the doll.
3)
It is obvious that by using a sock having
i.elatively lighter colored toe and upper
ribbed portions a doll of the desired effect
will be produced.
Though I have shown and described a
35 particular construction, combination and ar
rangement of parts and portions and a cer
tain method for making and combining the
sailine, do not wish to be limited to this
particular construction, combination and
40 arrangement nor to the particular aethod
but desire to include in the scope of my in
vention the construction, combination and
arrangement and the method substantially
as set forth in the appended claims.
5
Taving thus destribed my invention what
I claim as new and desire to secure by Let
ters Patent is:
1. The herein described process of linak
ing a doll from white ended, ribbed top hose
consisting in cutting off the foot polition
and a portion from the normally upper
ribbed end of said hose, then forming a body
and leg portions from the remaining upper
portion of the hose said leg portions being
55 formed by splitting said upper portion on
its longitudinal center a portion of its dis
tance from the normally upper end of said
hose, then securing the cut edges of each
leg together, then forming a head portion
60 by cutting an upper portion from another

hose and securing the same to the upper end
of the body portion, then stuffing said con
nected portions, then stitching together the
upper end of Said head portion, then foil
ing the aim members by dividing the ribbed
potion cut from the normally upper ribbed
end of said hose, then stuffing said arm
inleinbers and securing the same to the oppo
site sides of the body portion, spaced fron
the head portion, then securing colored
wrappel's about the neck, alm and leg por
tions SO as to shape the head and shoulders
and the hands and feet politions respective
ly, then forming a cap frol the instep and
toe portion of said hose, then stuffing the
remaining sections of Said hose into the toe
end of said cap and then securing a colored
Wrapper near the end of Said cap forming
a ball shaped tassel thereon.
2. The herein described process of mak SO
ing a doll from white ended, ribbed top hose
consisting in cutting off the foot portion
and a portion from the normally uppel'
ribbed end of said hose, then forming a
body and leg portions from the remaining
upper portion of the hose said leg portions
being formed by splitting said upper por
tion On its longitudinal center a polition of
its distance from the normally upper end
of said hose, then securing the cut edges of
each leg together, then forming a head por
tion by cutting an upper polition from hose
and Securing the same to the upper end of
the body portion, then stuffing said connect 95
ed portions, then stitching together the up
per end of said head portion, then forming
the arm members by dividing the ribbed
portion cut from the normally upper ribbed
end of said hose, then stuffing said arm Ot)
members and seculing the same to the oppo
site sides of the body portion, Spaced from
the head portion, then securing colored
Wrap per's about the neck, arjan and leg po'tions so as to shape the head and shouldel's
and the hands and feet portions l'espective
ly, then forming a cap from the instep and
toe portion of said hose, then stuffing the
remaining sections of said hose into the toe
end of said cap, then securing a solored O
wrapper near the end of said cap foilining a
ball shaped tassel thereon, then embroider
ing face menbers on the front side of said
head portion, then embroidering hair repie
sentations on said head portion and then
embroidering button and buttonhole repre
sentations on said body portion.
In testimony whereof. I have hereunto

set my hand at San Diego, California, this

24th day of June, 1922.
W
ELLEN MARIE CLARK,

